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In a periodically driven (Floquet) system, there is the possibility for new phases of matter, not present in
stationary systems, protected by discrete time-translation symmetry. This includes topological phases
protected in part by time-translation symmetry, as well as phases distinguished by the spontaneous breaking
of this symmetry, dubbed “Floquet time crystals.” We show that such phases of matter can exist in the
prethermal regime of periodically driven systems, which exists generically for sufficiently large drive
frequency, thereby eliminating the need for integrability or strong quenched disorder, which limited
previous constructions. We prove a theorem that states that such a prethermal regime persists until times
that are nearly exponentially long in the ratio of certain couplings to the drive frequency. By similar
techniques, we can also construct stationary systems that spontaneously break continuous time-translation
symmetry. Furthermore, we argue that for driven systems coupled to a cold bath, the prethermal regime
could potentially persist to infinite time.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Much of condensed matter physics revolves around
determining which distinct phases of matter can exist as
equilibrium states of physical systems. Within a phase, the
properties of the system vary continuously as external
parameters are varied, while different phases are separated
by phase transitions, at which the properties change
abruptly. An extremely rich set of observed phases can
be characterized by symmetry. The best-known example is
spontaneous symmetry breaking, which results in the
equilibrium state of the system being less symmetrical
than the Hamiltonian. More recently, a set of uniquely
quantum phases—symmetry-protected topological (SPT)
phases [1–19], including topological insulators [20,21], and
symmetry-enriched topological (SET) phases [22–28]—
has been discovered. These phases, while symmetric,
manifest the symmetry in subtly anomalous ways and
are distinct only as long as the symmetry is preserved. We
can collectively refer to these three classes of phases as
symmetry-protected phases of matter.
Thus far, the concept of symmetry-protected phases of

matter has not been as successful in describing systems
away from equilibrium. Recently, however, it was realized
that certain periodically driven “Floquet” systems can
exhibit distinct phases, akin to those of equilibrium systems
[29]. In this paper, we show that there is, in fact, a very

general set of nonequilibrium conditions under which such
phases can arise, due to a remarkable phenomenon called
“prethermalization.” In Floquet systems, prethermalization
occurs when a time-dependent change of basis removes all
but a small residual time dependence from the Hamiltonian
and thus allows the properties of the system to be mapped
approximately onto those of a system in thermal equilib-
rium. The residual time dependence is nearly exponentially
small in a large parameter α of the original Hamiltonian of
the system. One can then talk about a “prethermal regime”
in which the system reaches a thermal equilibrium state
with respect to the approximate effective time-independent
Hamiltonian that results from neglecting the small residual
time dependence. In this regime, the system can exhibit
phases and phase transitions analogous to those seen in
thermal equilibrium, such as symmetry-protected phases.
Nevertheless, in the original nonrotating frame, the system
remains very far from thermal equilibrium with respect to
the instantaneous Hamiltonian at any given time. After the
characteristic time t�, which is nearly exponentially long in
the large parameter α, other physics (related to the residual
time dependence) takes over.
In this paper, we show that prethermal systems can also

exhibit phases of matter that cannot exist in thermal
equilibrium. These novel phases can also be understood
as symmetry-protected phases but of a variety that cannot
occur in thermal equilibrium: These phases are protected by
discrete time-translation symmetry. While these phases
include topological phases protected by time-translation
symmetry [30–33], perhaps the most dramatic are “time
crystals” that spontaneously break time-translation sym-
metry. The idea of time crystals that spontaneously break
continuous time-translation symmetry was first proposed
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by Wilczek and Shapere [34,35]; however, finding a
satisfactory equilibrium model has proven difficult, and
some no-go theorems exist [36–42]. In this paper, we
construct prethermal “Floquet time crystals,” which spon-
taneously break the discrete time-translation symmetry of
periodically driven systems [43]. (For an alternative view of
such systems that focuses on other symmetries of the
discrete time-translation operator, see Refs. [29,44,45].)
Floquet time crystals are the focus of this paper, but as a
by-product of our analysis, we also find prethermal—i.e.,
nonequilibrium—time crystals that spontaneously break
continuous time-translation symmetry. We also construct
SPT and SET phases protected by discrete time-translation
symmetry.
Periodically driven systems have long been considered

an unlikely place to find interesting phases of matter and
phase transitions since generic driven closed systems will
heat up to infinite temperature [46–48]. It has been known
that the heating problem can be avoided [49–53] if the
system is integrable or if the system has sufficiently strong
quenched disorder that it undergoes many-body localiza-
tion (MBL) [54–63]. However, integrability relies on fine-
tuning, and MBL requires the system to be completely
decoupled from the environment [64–72]. Furthermore,
the disorder must be sufficiently strong, which may be
difficult to realize in an experiment but does not constitute
fine-tuning.
The central result of this paper is therefore to show that

prethermalization makes it possible for nonequilibrium
phases protected by time-translation symmetry to occur
in more generic nonequilibrium systems without the need
for fine-tuning, strong disorder, or complete decoupling
from the environment. Remarkably, these nonequilibrium
phases and phase transitions, which have no direct ana-
logues in thermal equilibrium, have a mathematical for-
mulation that is identical to that of equilibrium phases,
though with a different physical interpretation. Since MBL
is not a requirement, it is conceivable that prethermal time-
translation protected phases could survive the presence
of coupling to an environment. In fact, we will discuss a
plausible scenario by which these phases can actually be
stabilized by coupling to a sufficiently cold thermal bath,
such that the system remains in the prethermal regime even
at infinite time.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we

state our main technical result. In Sec. III, we apply this
to construct prethermal Floquet time crystals, which
spontaneously break discrete time-translation symmetry.
In Sec. IV, we show that a continuous time-translation
symmetry can also be spontaneously broken in the pre-
thermal regime for a system with a time-independent
Hamiltonian. In Sec. V, we outline how our methods can
also be applied to construct SPT and SET phases protected
by time-translation symmetry. In Sec. VI, we discuss what
we expect to happen for nonisolated systems coupled to a

cold thermal bath. Finally, we discuss implications and
interpretations in Sec. VII.

II. PRETHERMALIZATION RESULTS

The simplest incarnation of prethermalization occurs in
periodically driven systems when the driving frequency ν
is much larger than all of the local energy scales of the
instantaneous Hamiltonian [73–77] (see also Refs. [78–80]
for numerical results). The key technical result of our paper
will be a theorem generalizing these results to other regimes
in which the driving frequency is not greater than all the
local scales of the Hamiltonian, but there is nevertheless
some separation of energy scales. This will allow us to
show that time-translation protected phases can exist in the
prethermal regime. More precisely, in the models that we
construct, one local coupling strength is large and the others
are small; the drive frequency is large compared to the
small couplings, and the parameter α is the ratio of the drive
frequency to the largest of the small local couplings. The
term in the Hamiltonian with large coupling must take a
special form, essentially that of a symmetry generator,
which allows it to avoid heating the system.
Accordingly, we consider a time-dependent Hamiltonian

of the form HðtÞ ¼ H0ðtÞ þ VðtÞ, where H0ðtÞ and VðtÞ
are periodic with period T. We assume that λT ≪ 1,
where λ is the local energy scale of V. We further assume
that H0ðtÞ has the property that it generates a trivial
time evolution over N time cycles: U0ðNT; 0Þ ¼
U0ðT; 0ÞN ¼ 1, where

U0ðt2; t1Þ ¼ T exp

�
−i

Z
t2

t1

H0ðtÞ
�
dt;

T ¼ time ordering: ð1Þ

We claim that such a time evolution will exhibit pretherm-
alizing behavior for λT ≪ 1=N even if the local energy
scale of H0ðtÞ is comparable to 1=T. In other words, such a
system exhibits prethermalizing behavior when the fre-
quency is large compared to some of the couplings [those
in VðtÞ] but not others [those in H0ðtÞ], as promised in the
Introduction.
An easy way to see that this claim is true is to work in the

interaction picture (treating V as the “interaction”). Then,
we see that the time evolution of the total HamiltonianHðtÞ
over N time cycles is given by

UðNT; 0Þ ¼ T exp

�
−i

Z
NT

0

V intðtÞdt
�
; ð2Þ

where V intðtÞ ¼ U0ð0; tÞ†VðtÞU0ð0; tÞ is the representation
of VðtÞ in the interaction picture, and U0ð0; NTÞ ¼ 1
ensures that the time evolution operator Eq. (2) is the
same in the interaction and Schrödinger pictures. If we
rescale time as t → t=λ, then Eq. (2) describes a system
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being driven at the large frequency ν ¼ 1=ðλNTÞ by a drive
of local strength 1, which by the results of Refs. [73–77],
will exhibit prethermalizing behavior for ν ≫ 1.
On the other hand, since the above argument for

prethermalization required coarse-graining the time period
from T to NT, it prevents us from identifying phases of
matter, such as time crystals or Floquet SPT phases, that are
protected by time-translation symmetry. The problem is
that the time-translation symmetry by T is what allows
different phases of matter to be sharply distinguished. This
symmetry is still present, of course (because the coarse-
graining is a feature of our description of the system, not the
system itself), but it is no longer manifest. Therefore, it is
not at all transparent how to understand the different phases
of matter in this picture.
In order to proceed further, we need a new approach.

In this paper, we develop a new formalism that analyzes
UðT; 0Þ itself rather than UðNT; 0Þ, allowing the effects of
time-translation symmetry to be seen in a transparent way.
Our central tool is a theorem that we will prove, substan-
tially generalizing those of Abanin et al. [74]. A more
precise version of our theorem will be given momentarily,
and the proof will be given in Appendix A; the theorem
essentially states that there exists a time-independent local
unitary rotation U such that Uf ≈ ~Uf ¼ U†ðXe−iDTÞU,
where X ¼ U0ðT; 0Þ is the time evolution of H0 over
one time cycle, and D is a quasilocal Hamiltonian that
commutes with X. The dynamics at stroboscopic times
are well approximated by ~Uf for times t ≪ t�, where
t� ¼ eO(1=ðλT½logð1=λTÞ�3Þ). This result combines ideas in
Ref. [74] about (1) the high-frequency limit of driven
systems and (2) approximate symmetries in systems with a
large separation of scales. Recall that, in the high-frequency
limit of a driven system, the Floquet operator can be
approximated by the evolution (at stroboscopic times) due
to a time-independent Hamiltonian, Uf ≈ expð−iTHeffÞ.
Meanwhile, in a static system with a large separation of
scales, H ¼ −uLþD0, where u is much larger than the
couplings in D0 but ½L;D0� ≠ 0, Ref. [74] shows that there
is a unitary transformation U such that UHU† ≈ −uLþD,
where ½L;D� ¼ 0; i.e., the system has an approximate
symmetry generated by U†LU. Our theorem states that,
after a time-independent local unitary change of basis, a
periodic Hamiltonian HðtÞ ¼ H0ðtÞ þ VðtÞ, with H0ðtÞ
satisfying the condition given above, can be approximated,
as far as the evolution at stroboscopic times is concerned,
by a binary drive that is composed of two components:
(1) the action of H0ðtÞ over one cycle, namely, U0ðT; 0Þ,
and (2) a static Hamiltonian that is invariant under the
symmetry generated by U0ðT; 0Þ.
These results might seem surprising because they imply

that the evolution over one time period commutes with a
symmetry X ¼ U0ðT; 0Þ (or UXU† in the original basis),
despite the fact that the microscopic time-dependent
Hamiltonian HðtÞ had no such symmetry. We interpret

this “hidden” symmetry as a shadow of the discrete time-
translation symmetry. (For example, the evolution over N
time periods also commutes with UXU†, but if we add
weak NT-periodic perturbations to break the discrete time-
translation symmetry, then this is no longer the case.) Thus,
our theorem precisely allows us to get a handle on the
implications of discrete time-translation symmetry.
Compare Ref. [45], where a similar “hidden” symmetry
was constructed for many-body-localized Floquet time
crystals.
The preceding paragraphs summarize the physical

meaning of our theorem. A more precise statement of
the theorem, although it is a bit more opaque physically, is
useful because it makes the underlying assumptions mani-
fest. The statement of the theorem makes use of an operator
norm ∥O∥n that measures the average over one Floquet
cycle of the size of the local terms whose sum makes up a
Hamiltonian; the subscript n parametrizes the extent to
which the norm suppresses the weight of operators with
larger spatial support. An explicit definition of the norm is
given in Appendix A. The theorem states the following.
Theorem 1. Consider a periodically driven system with

a Floquet operator:

Uf ¼ T exp

�
−i

Z
T

0

HðtÞdt
�
; ð3Þ

where HðtÞ ¼ H0ðtÞ þ VðtÞ, and X ≡U0ð0; TÞ satisfies
XN ¼ 1 for some integer N. We assume that H0ðtÞ can be
written as a sum H0ðtÞ ¼

P
ihiðtÞ of terms acting only on

single sites i. Define λ≡ ∥V∥1. Assume that

λT ≤
γκ21

N þ 3
; γ ≈ 0.14: ð4Þ

Then, there exists a (time-independent) unitary U such that

UUfU† ¼ XT exp

�
−i

Z
T

0

½Dþ Eþ VðtÞ�dt
�
; ð5Þ

where D is local and ½D;X� ¼ 0; D, E are independent of
time; and

∥V∥n� ≤ λ

�
1

2

�
n�
; ð6Þ

∥E∥n� ≤ λ

�
1

2

�
n�
: ð7Þ

The exponent n� is given by
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n� ¼
λ0=λ

½1þ logðλ0=λÞ�3
;

λ0 ¼
ðκ1Þ2

72ðN þ 3ÞðN þ 4ÞT : ð8Þ

Furthermore,

∥D − V̄∥n� ≤ μðλ2=λ0Þ; μ ≈ 2.9; ð9Þ

where

V̄ ¼ 1

NT

Z
NT

0

V intðtÞdt

¼ 1

N

XN−1

k¼0

X−k
�
1

T

Z
T

0

V intðtÞdt
�
Xk: ð10Þ

The proof is given in Appendix A. The statement of the
theorem makes use of a number κ1. It is chosen so that
∥H∥1 is finite; the details can be found in Appendix A,
where the norm is given.
Unpacking the theorem a bit in order to make contact

with the discussion above, we see that it states that there is a
time-independent unitary operator U that transforms the
Floquet operator into the form Xe−iDT with ½D;X� ¼ 0 and
local D, up to corrections that are exponentially small in
n� ∼ 1=(λT½lnð1=λTÞ�3). These “error terms” fall into two
categories: time-independent terms that do not commute
with X, which are grouped into E; and time-dependent
terms, which are grouped into VðtÞ. Both types of correc-
tions are exponentially small in n�. Since they are expo-
nentially small, ∥E∥n� ; ∥V∥n� ∼ ð1=2Þn� , these terms do not
affect the evolution of the system until exponentially long
times, t� ∼ eCn� (for some constant C). It is not possible to
find a time-independent unitary transformation that exactly
transforms the Floquet operator into the form Xe−iDT

because the system must, eventually, heat up to infinite
temperature and the true Floquet eigenstates are infinite-
temperature states, not the eigenstates of an operator of the
form Xe−iDT with local D. In the interim, however, the
approximate Floquet operator Xe−iDT leads to Floquet
time-crystal behavior, as we discuss in the next section.
The proof of Theorem 1 constructs U and D through a

recursive procedure, which combines elements of the
proofs of prethermalization in driven and undriven systems
given by Abanin et al. [74].
In the case of prethermal undriven systems, the theorem

we need has essentially already been given in Ref. [74],
but we will restate the result in a form analogous with
Theorem 1, which entails some slightly different bounds
(however, they are easily derivable using the techniques
of Ref. [74]).

Theorem 2. Consider a time-independent Hamiltonian
H of the form

H ¼ −uLþ V; ð11Þ

where e2πiL ¼ 1. We assume that L can be written as a sum
L ¼ P

iLi of terms acting only on single sites i. Define
λ≡ ∥V∥1, and assume that

λ=u ≤ γκ21; γ ≈ 0.14: ð12Þ

Then, there exists a local unitary transformation U such that

UHU† ¼ −uLþDþ V̂; ð13Þ

where ½L;D� ¼ 0 and V̂ satisfies

∥V̂∥n� ≤ λ

�
1

2

�
n�
; ð14Þ

where

n� ¼
λ0=λ

½1þ logðλ0=λÞ�3
; λ0 ¼

uκ21
144

: ð15Þ

Furthermore,

∥D − hVi∥n� ≤ μðλ2=λ0Þ; μ ≈ 2.9: ð16Þ

Here, we have defined, following Ref. [74], the sym-
metrized operator hVi according to

hVi≡
Z

2π

0

dθ
2π

eiLθVe−iLθ; ð17Þ

which, by construction, satisfies ½L; hVi� ¼ 0.

III. PRETHERMALIZED FLOQUET
TIME CRYSTALS

A. Basic picture

The results of the previous section give us the tools we
need to construct a model that is a Floquet time crystal in
the prethermalized regime. Our approach is reminiscent
of Ref. [45], where the Floquet-MBL time crystals of
Ref. [43] were reinterpreted in terms of a spontaneously
broken “emergent” Z2 symmetry. Here, emergent refers to
the fact that the symmetry is, in some sense, hidden—its
form depends on the parameters of the Hamiltonian in a
manner that is not a priori known. Furthermore, it is not a
symmetry of the Hamiltonian but rather a symmetry of the
Floquet operator.
In particular, suppose that we have a model where

we can set X ¼ Q
iσ

x
i . (Thus, N ¼ 2.) We then

have Uf ≈ ~Uf ¼ U†ðXe−iDTÞU, where the quasilocal
Hamiltonian D, by construction, respects the Ising
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symmetry generated by X. This Ising symmetry corre-
sponds to an approximate emergent symmetry UXU† of Uf
(the term emergent is used for the reason stated above, and
approximate because it is an exact symmetry of ~Uf , not Uf ,
and therefore is approximately conserved for times t ≪ t�).
Suppose that D spontaneously breaks the symmetry X
below some finite critical temperature τc. For example,
working in two dimensions or higher, we could have
D ¼ −J

P
hi;jiσ

z
iσ

z
j plus additional smaller terms of strength

which break integrability. We are interested in the regime
where the heating time t� ≫ tpre−thermal, where tpre−thermal is
the thermalization time of D.
Now, consider the time evolution jψðtÞi, starting from a

given short-range correlated state jψð0Þi. We also define
the rotated states j ~ψðtÞi ¼ UjψðtÞi. At stroboscopic times
t ¼ nT, we find that j ~ψðnTÞi ¼ ðXe−iDTÞnj ~ψð0Þi. Since
ðXe−iDTÞ2 ¼ e−2iDT , we see that at even multiples of
the period, t ¼ 2nT, the time evolution of j ~ψðtÞi is
described by the time-independent Hamiltonian D. Thus,
we expect that, after the time tpre−thermal, the system appears
to be in a thermal state of D at temperature τ. Thus,
j ~ψð2nTÞih ~ψð2nTÞj ≈ ~ρ, where ~ρ is a thermal density matrix
for D at some temperature τ, and the approximate equality
means that the expectation values of local observables are
approximately the same. Note that for τ < τc, the Ising
symmetry of D is spontaneously broken and ~ρ must either
select a nonzero value for the order parameterM2n ¼ hσzi i~ρ
or have long-range correlations. The latter case is impos-
sible given our initial state, as long-range correlations
cannot be generated in finite time. Then, at odd times
t ¼ ð2nþ 1ÞT, we have

j ~ψ(ð2nþ 1ÞT)ih ~ψ(ð2nþ 1ÞT)j ≈ ðXe−iDTÞ~ρðeiDTXÞ
ð18Þ

¼ X ~ρX ð19Þ

(since ~ρ commutes with D). Therefore, at odd times, the
order parameter

M2nþ1 ¼ hσzi iX ~ρX ¼ −M2n: ð20Þ

Thus, the state of the system at odd times is different from
the state at even times, and time translation by T is
spontaneously broken to time translation by 2T.
The above analysis took place in the frame rotated

by U. However, we can also consider the expectation
values of operators in the original frame, for example,
hψðtÞjσzi jψðtÞi ¼ h ~ψðtÞjU†σziUj ~ψðtÞi. The rotation U is
close to the identity in the regime where the heating time
is large, so σzi has large overlap with U†σziU and therefore
will display fractional frequency oscillations. [Specifically,
it follows from the construction of U that U ¼ 1þOðλTÞ,
and λT ≪ 1 is the regime where the heating time is large.]
We recall that the conditions for fractional frequency
oscillations in the prethermalized regime are that (a) D
must spontaneously break the Ising symmetry X up to a
finite critical temperature τc, and (b) the energy density
with respect to D of Ujψð0Þi must correspond to a
temperature τ < τc. In Fig. 1, we show the expected
behavior at low temperatures τ and contrast it with the
expected behavior in a system which is not a time crystal in
the prethermal regime.

B. Example: Periodically driven Ising spins

Let us now consider a concrete model that realizes the
behavior described above. We consider an Ising ferromag-
net, with a longitudinal field applied to break the Ising
symmetry explicitly, and driven at high frequency by a very
strong transverse field. Thus, we take

HðtÞ ¼ H0ðtÞ þ V; ð21Þ

Short
Time

Prethermal Long
Time

(a) Time crystal

Short
Time

Prethermal Long
Time

(b) Non-time crystal

FIG. 1. The expected time dependence of hσzi i at stroboscopic times, starting from a low-temperature state with respect to UDU† (for
example, for a state with all spins polarized in the z direction.). Panel (a) shows the prethermal time-crystal phase, and panel (b) shows
the non-time-crystal prethermal phase.
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where

H0ðtÞ ¼ −
X
i

hxðtÞσxi ð22Þ

V ¼ −J
X
hi;ji

σziσ
z
j − hz

X
i

σzi ; ð23Þ

and we choose the driving profile such that

Z
T

0

hxðtÞdt ¼ π

2
; ð24Þ

ensuring that the “unperturbed” Floquet operator U0

implements a π pulse, X ¼ Q
iσ

i
x, and we can set

N ¼ 2. (If the driving does not exactly implement a π
pulse, this is not a significant problem since we can just
incorporate the difference into V.) This implies that
hx ∼ 1=T, and we assume that hz ≲ J ≪ 1=T.
Then, from the results of Sec. II (with J playing the

role of λ here), we find a quasilocal Hamiltonian
D ¼ V̄ þ ð1=TÞO(ðJTÞ2), where

V̄ ¼ 1

2T

Z
2T

0

V intðtÞdt: ð25Þ

In particular, in the case where the π pulse acts instanta-
neously, so that

hxðtÞ ¼ π

2

X∞
k¼−∞

δðt − kTÞ; ð26Þ

we find that

V̄ ¼ −J
X
hi;ji

σziσ
z
j ð27Þ

(this Hamiltonian is integrable, but, in general, the higher-
order corrections to D will destroy integrability). More
generally, if the delta function is smeared out so that the π
pulse acts over a time window δ, the corrections from
Eq. (27) will be at most of order ∼Jδ=T. Therefore, so
long as δ ≪ T, then in two dimensions or higher, the
Hamiltonian D will indeed spontaneously break the Ising
symmetry up to some finite temperature τc, and we will
observe the time-crystal behavior described above.

C. Field theory of the prethermal Floquet
time-crystal state

The universal behavior of a prethermal Floquet time-
crystal state can be encapsulated in a field theory. For the
sake of concreteness, we derive this theory from the model

analyzed in the previous section. The Floquet operator can
be written, up to nearly exponential accuracy, as

Uf ≈ UðXe−iDTÞU†: ð28Þ

Consequently, the transition amplitude from an initial
state jψ ii at time t0 to a final state jψfi at time t0 þmT
can be written in the following form, provided
tpre−thermal < t0 < t0 þmT < t�:

hψfjðUfÞmjψ ii ¼ hψfjUðXe−iDTÞmU†jψ ii
¼ h ~ψfje−iDmT j ~ψ ii; ð29Þ

where j ~ψ ii≡ U†jψ ii and j ~ψfi≡ XmU†jψfi; recall that Xm

is 1 or X for, respectively, m even or odd.
The second line of Eq. (29) is just the transition

amplitude for the quantum transverse field Ising model
in (dþ 1)-dimensional spacetime, with d ≥ 2. The model
has the nearest-neighbor interaction (27) together with
higher-order terms that are present in the full expression
for D. Hence, it can be represented by the standard
functional integral for the continuum limit of the Ising
model:

h ~ψfje−iDmT j ~ψ ii

¼
Z

Dφei
R

ddxdt½1
2
Kð∂tφÞ2−ðv2=2ÞKð∇φÞ2−UðφÞ�; ð30Þ

where UðφÞ has minima at φ ¼ �φ0 when the parameters
in the Ising model place it in the ordered phase. This
functional integral is only valid for wave vectors that are
less than a wave-vector cutoff: jqj < Λ, where Λ ≪ 1=a
and a is the spatial lattice spacing. Although the right-hand
side of Eq. (30) has a continuous time variable, it is only
equal to the original periodically driven problem for
stroboscopic times t ¼ mT for m ∈ Z. Note the left-hand
side of Eq. (30) is also well defined for arbitrary times, i.e.,
for continuous m, although it, too, only corresponds to the
original problem for integer m. Thus, the continuous-time
effective field theory has a frequency cutoff Λω that we
are free to choose. Although the functional integral only
corresponds to the original problem for stroboscopic times,
the functional integral is well defined for all times. As a
result of the factor of X in Uf , the field φ is related to the
Ising spin according to φðx; kTÞ ∼ ð−1Þkσðx; kTÞ. In other
words, the field φ in the functional integral has the
interpretation of the temporally staggered magnetization
density, just as, in the corresponding description of an
Ising antiferromagnet, this field would be the spatially
staggered magnetization. Discrete time-translation sym-
metry, t → tþ T, has the following action: φ → −φ.
Thus, the symmetry-breaking phase, in which φ ¼ �φ0,
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is a prethermal Floquet time crystal, in which time-
translation symmetry breaking (TTSB) occurs, as expected.
The rotated Floquet operator U†UfU has an approximate

Z2 symmetry generated by the operator X since U†UfU ≈
Xe−iDT and ½D;X� ¼ 0. Hence, U†XU commutes with the
(unrotated) Floquet operator Uf. It is not a microscopic
symmetry in the conventional sense since U†XU does not
commute with the time-dependent Hamiltonian HðtÞ,
except for special fine-tuned points in the Floquet time-
crystal phase. However, since it commutes with the Floquet
operator, it is a symmetry of the continuum-limit field
theory (30). (See Ref. [45] for a discussion of Floquet time
crystals in the MBL context that focuses on such sym-
metries, sometimes called “emergent symmetries.”) Within
the field theory (30), this symmetry acts according to
φ → −φ; i.e., it acts in precisely the same way as time
translation by a single period. Again, this is analogous to
the case of an Ising antiferromagnet but with the time
translation taking the place of spatial translation. Thus,
it is possible to view the symmetry-breaking pattern as
ZTTS × Z2 → Z. The unbroken Z symmetry is generated
by the combination of time translation by one period and
the action of U†XU.
However, there is an important difference between a

Floquet time crystal and an Ising antiferromagnet. In the
latter case, it is possible to explicitly break the Ising
symmetry without breaking translational symmetry (e.g.,
with a uniform longitudinal magnetic field) and vice
versa (e.g., with a spatially oscillating exchange cou-
pling). In a Floquet time crystal, this is not possible
because there is always a Z2 symmetry U†XU regardless
of what small perturbation (compared to the drive
frequency) is added to the Hamiltonian. The only way
to explicitly prevent the system from having a Z2

symmetry is to explicitly break the time-translation
symmetry. Suppose the Floquet operator is UXe−iDTU†.
When a weak perturbation with period 2T is added, the
Floquet operator can be written in the approximate form
U 0e−2iðDþYÞTðU 0Þ†, where Y is due to the doubled-period
weak perturbation, but it is not possible to guarantee that
½X; Y� ¼ 0. Thus, there is a symmetry generated by an
operator of the form U†XU only if time-translation
symmetry is present—i.e., it is a consequence of time-
translation symmetry and prethermalization.
This functional integral is computed with boundary

conditions on φ at t ¼ t0 and t0 þmT. Time-ordered
correlation functions can be computed by inserting oper-
ators between the factors of Uf . However, if we are
interested in equal-time correlation functions (at strobo-
scopic times t ¼ kT),

hψ jÔðx; kTÞÔð0; kTÞjψi
≡ hψ jðUfÞ−kÔðx; 0ÞÔð0; 0ÞðUfÞkjψi; ð31Þ

then we can make use of the fact that the system rapidly
prethermalizes to replace ðUfÞkjψi by a thermal state:

hψ jðUfÞ−kÔðx; 0ÞÔð0; 0ÞðUfÞkjψi
¼ tr(e−βDÔðxÞÔð0Þ); ð32Þ

where β is determined by trðe−βDDÞ ¼ hψ jDjψi. The latter
has an imaginary-time functional integral representation:

trðe−βDÔðxÞÔð0ÞÞ

¼
Z

Dφe−
R

ddxdτ½1
2
Kð∂τφÞ2þðv2=2ÞKð∇φÞ2þUðφÞ�: ð33Þ

This equation expresses equal-time correlation functions in
a prethermal Floquet time crystal in terms of the standard
imaginary-time functional integral for the Ising model but
with the understanding that the field φ in the functional
integral is related to the Ising spins in the manner noted
above.
In order to compute unequal-time correlation functions,

it is convenient to use the Schwinger-Keldysh formalism
[81,82] (see Ref. [83] for a modern review). This can be
done by following the logic that led from the first line of
Eq. (29) to the second and thence to Eq. (30). This will be
presented in detail elsewhere [84].
We close this subsection by noting that the advantage of

the field theory formulation of a prethermal Floquet time
crystal is the salience of the similarity with the equilibrium
Ising model; for instance, it is clear that the transition out of
the Floquet time crystal (e.g., as a function of the energy of
the initial state) in the prethermal regime is an ordinary
Ising phase transition. The disadvantage is that it is difficult
to connect it to measurable properties in a quantitative way
because the field φ has a complicated relationship with the
microscopic degrees of freedom.

D. Relation to formal definitions of time crystals

In the above discussion, we have implicitly been adopt-
ing an “operational” definition of time crystal: It is a system
in which, for physically reasonable initial states, the system
displays oscillations at a frequency other than the drive
frequency forever (or at least, in the prethermal case, for a
nearly exponentially long time). This is a perfectly rea-
sonable definition of time crystal, but it has the disadvant-
age of obscuring the analogies with spontaneous breaking
of other symmetries, which tends not to be defined in
this way. (Although in fact it could be; for example, an
“operational” definition of spontaneously broken Ising
symmetry would be a system in which the symmetry-
breaking order parameter does not decay with time for
physically reasonable initial states [85].) For this reason, in
Ref. [43], we introduced a formal definition of time-
translation symmetry breaking in MBL systems in terms
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of eigenstates (two equivalent formulations, which we
called TTSB-1 and TTSB-2).
The definitions TTSB-1 and TTSB-2 of Ref. [43] are

natural generalizations of the notion of “eigenstate order”
used to define spontaneous breaking of other symmetries
in MBL [85,86]. On the other hand, they (like the notion
of eigenstate order, in general) are not really appropriate
outside of the MBL context. In this subsection, we
review the usual formal definitions of spontaneous
symmetry breaking in equilibrium. Then, we show
how they can be extended in a natural way to time-
translation symmetries, as well as how these extended
versions are satisfied by the prethermal Floquet time
crystals constructed above.
Let us first forget about time-translation symmetry and

consider a time-independent Hamiltonian H with an Ising
symmetry generated by X. Let ρ be a steady state of the
Hamiltonian; that is, it is invariant under the time evolution
generated by H. (Here, we work in the thermodynamic
limit, so by ρ, we really mean a function that maps local
observables to their expectation values; that is, we define a
state in the C�-algebra sense [87].) Generically, we expect ρ
to be essentially a thermal state. If the symmetry is
spontaneously broken, then ρ can obey the cluster decom-
position (i.e., its correlations can be short ranged), or it can
be invariant under the symmetry X, but not both. In other
words, any state invariant under the symmetry decomposes
as ρ ¼ 1

2
ðρ↑ þ ρ↓Þ, where ρ↑ and ρ↓ have opposite values

of the Ising order parameter and are mapped into each other
under X. Thus, a formal definition of spontaneously broken
Ising symmetry can be given as follows. We call a
symmetry-invariant steady state ρ an extremal symmetry-
respecting state if states ρ1 and ρ2 do not exist, such that
ρ ¼ pρ1 þ ð1 − pÞρ1 for some p ∈ ð0; 1Þ, where ρ1 and ρ2
are symmetry-invariant steady states. We say the Ising
symmetry is spontaneously broken if extremal symmetry-
invariant steady states do not satisfy the cluster decom-
position. Similar statements can be made for Floquet
systems, where by “steady state” we now mean a state
that returns to itself after one time cycle.
We can now state the natural generalization to time-

translation symmetry. For time-translation symmetry,
“symmetry-invariant” and “steady state” actually mean
the same thing. So we say that time-translation symmetry
is spontaneously broken if extremal steady states do not
satisfy the cluster decomposition. This is similar to our
definition TTSB-2 from Ref. [43] (but not exactly the same
since TTSB-2 was expressed in terms of eigenstates rather
than extremal steady states in an infinite system), so we call
it TTSB-20. We note that TTSB-20 implies that any short-
range correlated state ρ, i.e., a state ρ that satisfies the
cluster decomposition, must not be an extremal steady
state. Nonextremal states never satisfy the cluster decom-
position; thus, we conclude that short-range correlated
states must not be steady states at all, so they cannot

simply return to themselves after one time cycle. (This is
similar to, but again not identical to, TTSB-1 in Ref. [43].)
We note that, for clean systems, the only steady state of

the Floquet operator Uf is believed to be the infinite
temperature state [46–48], which always obeys the cluster
property; hence, time-translation symmetry is not broken
spontaneously. This does not contradict our previous results
since we already saw that time-translation symmetry is only
spontaneously broken in the prethermal regime, not at
infinitely long times. Instead, we should examine the steady
states of the approximate Floquet operator ~Uf, which
describes the dynamics in the prethermal regime. We recall
that, after a unitary change of basis, ~Uf ¼ Xe−iDT , whereD
commutes with X and spontaneously breaks the Ising
symmetry generated by X (for temperatures τ < τc).
Hence, ~U2

f ¼ e−2iDT . Any steady state ρ of ~Uf must be a
steady state of ~U2

f , which implies (if its energy density
corresponds to a temperature τ < τc) that it must be of
the form ρ ¼ tρSB þ ð1 − tÞXρSBX, where ρSB is an
Ising symmetry-breaking state of temperature τ for the
Hamiltonian D. Hence, we see (since ρSB is invariant under
e−iDT) that ~Ufρ ~U

†
f ¼ tXρSBX þ ð1 − tÞρSB. So if ρ is a

steady state of ~Uf and not just ~U2
f , we must have t ¼ 1=2.

But then the state ρ clearly violates the cluster property.
Hence, time translation is spontaneously broken.

IV. SPONTANEOUSLY BROKEN CONTINUOUS
TIME-TRANSLATION SYMMETRY IN THE

PRETHERMAL REGIME

A. Basic picture

The prethermalized Floquet time crystals discussed
above have a natural analog in undriven systems with
continuous time-translation symmetry. Suppose we have a
time-independent Hamiltonian

H ¼ −uLþ V; ð34Þ
where the eigenvalues of L are integers; in other words,
for time T ¼ 2π=u, the condition einuLT ¼ 1 holds for all
n ∈ Z. We also assume that L is a sum of local terms of
local strength Oð1Þ, and V is a local Hamiltonian of local
strength λ ≪ u. Then, by Theorem 3.1 of Ref. [74], restated
in Theorem 2 in Sec. II), there exists a local unitary U
such that UHU† ¼ −uLþDþ V̂, where ½D;L� ¼ 0 and
the local strength of V̂ is ∼λe−Oð½log λT�3=½λT�Þ. As noted in
Theorem 2 in Sec. II, the first term in the explicit iterative
construction of D in Ref. [74] is D ¼ hVi þ ð1=TÞOðλTÞ2,
where

hVi≡ 1

2π

Z
2π

0

dθeiLθVe−iLθ: ð35Þ

As a result of this theorem, such a system has an
approximate U(1) symmetry generated by U†LU that is
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explicitly broken only by nearly exponentially small terms.
Consequently, U†LU is conserved by the dynamics of H
for times t ≪ t� ¼ eOð½− log λT�3=½λT�Þ. We will call the
Hamiltonian −uLþD the “prethermal” Hamiltonian since
it governs the dynamics of the system for times that are short
compared to t�. We assume that we have added a constant to
the Hamiltonian such that L is positive definite; this will
allow us to abuse terminology a little by referring to the
expectation value of L as the “particle number,” in order to
make analogies with well-known properties of Bose gases,
in which the generator of the U(1) symmetry is the particle
number operator. In this vein, we call u the electric potential,
in analogy with (negatively) charged superfluids.
We further suppose that D is neither integrable nor

many-body localized, so the dynamics of D will cause an
arbitrary initial state jψ0i with nonzero energy density and
nonzero hψ0jLjψ0i to rapidly thermalize on some short
(compared to t�) time scale tpre−thermal ∼ λ−1. The resulting
thermalized state can be characterized by the expectation
values of D and L, both of which will be the same as in the
initial state since energy and particle number are conserved.
Equivalently, the thermalized state can be characterized
by its temperature β (defined with respect to D) and
effective chemical potential μ. In other words, all local
correlation functions of local operators can be computed
with respect to the density matrix ρ ¼ e−βðD−μLÞ. The
chemical potential μ has been introduced to enforce the
condition trðρLÞ ¼ hψ0jLjψ0i.
Now, suppose that we choose V such that D sponta-

neously breaks the U(1) symmetry in some range of
temperature 1=β and chemical potential μ. Suppose, further,
that we prepare the system in a short-range correlated initial
state jψ0i such that the energy density (and, hence, its
temperature) is sufficiently low, and the number density
sufficiently high, so that the corresponding thermalized
state spontaneously breaks the U(1) symmetry generated
by L. Then, the preceding statement must be slightly
revised: All local correlation functions of local operators
can be computed with respect to the density matrix ρ ¼
e−βðD−μL−ϵXÞ for some X satisfying ½X; L� ≠ 0. The limit
ϵ → 0 is taken after the thermodynamic limit is taken; the
direction of the infinitesimal symmetry-breaking field X
is determined by the initial state. To avoid clutter, we will
not write ϵX explicitly in the next paragraph, but it is
understood.
Consider an operator Φ that satisfies ½L;Φ� ¼ Φ. (For

example, if we interpret L as the particle number, we can
take Φ to be the particle creation operator.) Its expectation
value at time t is given by

hψ0je−ið−uLþDÞtΦeið−uLþDÞtjψ0i
¼ trð½e−ið−uLþDÞtΦeið−uLþDÞt�e−βðD−μLÞÞ
¼ eiðμ−uÞttrð½e−ið−μLþDÞtΦeið−μLþDÞt�e−βðD−μLÞÞ: ð36Þ

According to the discussion in Appendix B, which makes
use of the result of Watanabe and Oshikawa [42], the trace
on the right-hand side of the second equality must be
independent of time. Hence, so long as TrðΦe−βðD−μLÞÞ ≠ 0
(which we assume to be true for some order parameterΦ in
the symmetry-breaking phase), we find that the expectation
value of Φ oscillates with frequency given by the “effective
electrochemical potential” μ − u due to the winding of the
phase of Φ.
If the dynamics were exactly governed by −uLþD,

then the system would oscillate with period 2π=ðu − μÞ
forever. As it is, these oscillations will be observed until
the exponentially late time t�. At infinitely long times,
the system approaches a thermal state of the full
Hamiltonian −uLþDþ V̂. Since V̂ is small, this is
approximately the same as a thermal state of −uLþD.
However, because V̂ is not exactly zero, the particle
number is not conserved, and in equilibrium, the system
chooses the particle number that minimizes its free
energy, which corresponds to the electrochemical poten-
tial being zero, μ − u ¼ 0. Since this corresponds to zero
frequency of oscillations, it follows that no oscillations
are observed at infinite time.
The above discussion is essentially the logic that was

discussed in Refs. [41,42,88], where it was pointed out
that a superfluid at nonzero chemical potential is a time
crystal as a result of the well-known time dependence of
the order parameter [89]. However, there is an important
difference: The U(1) symmetry is not a symmetry of the
Hamiltonian of the problem; therefore, it does not require
fine-tuning but, instead, emerges in the u → ∞ limit,
thereby evading the criticism [41,42,90–92] that the phase
winds in the ground state only if the U(1) symmetry
is exact.

B. Example: XY ferromagnet in a large
perpendicular field

Consider the concrete example of a spin-1=2 system in
three spatial dimensions, with Hamiltonian

H ¼ −hz
X
i

Szi − hx
X
i

Sxi

−
X
i;j

½JxijSxi Sxj þ JyijS
y
i S

y
j þ JzijS

z
i S

z
j�: ð37Þ

We take L ¼ Sz ≡P
iS

z
i , and the longitudinal magnetic

field hz plays the role of u in the preceding section. We
take Jij and Jzij to vanish except for nearest neighbors, for
which Jxij ¼ J þ δJ, Jyij ¼ Jy þ δJ, and Jzij ¼ Jz. (We do
not assume δJ ≪ J.) The local scale of V is given by
λ ¼ maxðJ þ δJ; hxÞ, so the condition λ ≪ T−1 ∼ hz is
satisfied if J þ δJ; hx ≪ hz. In this case, D is (to first
order) the Hamiltonian of an XY ferromagnet:
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D ¼ −
X
hi;ji

½JðSxi Sxj þ Syi S
y
jÞ þ JzSziS

z
j� þ

1

T
Oðλ=hzÞ2:

ð38Þ

Then, starting from a short-range correlated state with
appropriate values of energy and hSzi, we expect that time
evolution governed by D causes the system to “pretherm-
alize” into a symmetry-breaking state with some value of
the order parameter hSþi i ¼ n0eiϕ. According to the pre-
ceding discussion, the order parameter will then rotate in
time with angular frequency ω ¼ μ − hz (where μ ≲ λ is
determined by the initial value of hSzi) for times that are
short compared to the thermalization time t�.
Note, however, that we have assumed that the system is

completely isolated. If the system is not isolated, then the
periodic rotation of the order parameter will cause the
system to emit radiation, and this radiation will cause
the system to decay to its true ground state [37,93].

C. Field theory of prethermal
continuous-TTSB time crystal

For simplicity, we only give the imaginary-time field
theory for equal-time correlation functions deep within
the prethermal regime; the Schwinger-Keldysh functional
integral for unequal-time correlation functions, with nearly
exponentially small thermalization effects taken into
account, will be discussed elsewhere [84]. Introducing
the field ϕ ∼ ðSx þ iSyÞeiðμ−uÞt, we apply Eq. (36) to the
XY ferromagnet of the previous section, thereby obtaining
the effective action:

Seff ¼
Z

ddxdτ½ϕ�∂τϕ − μϕ�ϕþ gðϕ�ϕÞ2 þ � � ��: ð39Þ

The ellipsis represents higher-order terms. The U(1)
symmetry generated by Sz acts according to ϕ → eiθϕ.
Time-translation symmetry acts according to ϕðtÞ →
eiðμ−uÞaϕðtþ aÞ for any a. Thus, when ϕ develops an
expectation value, both symmetries are broken, and a
combination of them is preserved according to the sym-
metry-breaking pattern RTTS × Uð1Þ → R, where the
unbroken R is generated by a gauge transformation by θ
and a time translation t → tþ ðθ=μ − uÞ.
From the mathematical equivalence of Eq. (39) to the

effective field theory of a neutral superfluid, we see that
(1) in 2D, there is a quasi-long-range-ordered phase—an
“algebraic time crystal”—for initial-state energies below a
Kosterlitz-Thouless transition; (2) the TTSB phase tran-
sition in 3D is in the ordinary XY universality class in 3D;
(3) the 3D time-crystal phase has Goldstone boson exci-
tations. If we write ϕðx; tÞ ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiððμ=2gÞ þ δρðx; tÞÞp

eiθðx;tÞ

and integrate out the gapped field δρðx; tÞ, then the effective

action for the gapless Goldstone boson θðx; tÞ is of the form
discussed in Ref. [91].

V. PRETHERMALIZED FLOQUET
TOPOLOGICAL PHASES

We can also apply our general results of Sec. II to
Floquet SPT and SET topological phases, even those which
do not exist in stationary systems. (We will henceforth use
the abbreviation SxT to refer to either SPT or SET phases.)
As was argued in Refs. [31,32], any such phase protected

by symmetry G is analogous to a topological phase of a
stationary system protected by symmetry Z ⋊G, where the
extra Z corresponds to the time-translation symmetry.
Here, the product is semidirect for anti-unitary symmetries
and direct for unitary symmetries. For simplicity, here we
consider only unitary symmetries. Similar arguments can
be made for anti-unitary symmetries.
We consider the class of phases that can still be realized

when the Z is refined to ZN . In other words, the analogous
stationary phase can be protected by a unitary representa-
tionWð~gÞ of the group ~G ¼ ZN ×G. Then, in applying the
general result of Sec. II, we choose H0ðtÞ such that its time
evolution over one time cycle is equal to X ≡WðTÞ, where
T is the generator of ZN . Then, it follows that, for a generic
perturbation V of small enough local strength λ, there exists
a local unitary rotation U (commuting with all the sym-
metries of Uf ) such that Uf ≈ ~Uf , where ~Uf ¼ UXe−iDTU†,
D is a quasilocal Hamiltonian that commutes with X, and
~Uf describes the dynamics well until the almost exponen-
tially large heating time t�.
Now, let us additionally assume (since we want to

construct a Floquet-SxT protected by the symmetry G,
plus time translation) that the Floquet operatorUf is chosen
such that it has the symmetry G. Specifically, this means
that it is generated by a periodic time evolution HðtÞ such
that, for all g ∈ G, WðgÞHðtÞWðgÞ−1. By inspection of the
explicit construction for U and D (see Appendix A), it is
easy to see that, in this case, U is a symmetry-respecting
local unitary with respect to WðgÞ, and D commutes with
WðgÞ. In other words, the rotation by U preserves the
existing symmetry G and also reveals a new ZN symmetry
generated by X (which was “hidden” in the original frame).
Therefore, we can choose D to be a Hamiltonian whose

ground state is in the stationary SxT phase protected by
ZN ×G. It follows (by the same arguments discussed in
Ref. [31] for the MBL case) that the ground state D will
display the desired Floquet-SxT order under the time
evolution generated by U†UfU ¼ Xe−iDT. Furthermore,
since Floquet-SxT order is invariant under symmetry-
respecting local unitaries, the ground state of UDU† will
display the desired Floquet-SxT order under Uf.
Note, however, that topological order, in contrast to

symmetry-breaking order, does not exist at nonzero temper-
ature (in clean systems, for spatial dimensions d < 4).
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Thus, for initial-state mean energies hDi that correspond
to temperatures β−1 satisfying 0 < β−1 ≪ Δ, whereΔ is the
bulk energy gap, the system will exhibit exponentially
small corrections ∼e−βΔ to the quantized values that would
be observed in the ground state. This is no worse than the
situation in thermal equilibrium, where, for instance, the
Hall conductance is not precisely quantized in experiments
but has small corrections ∼e−βΔ. However, preparing such
an initial state will be more involved than for a simple
symmetry-breaking phase. For this reason, it is more
satisfactory to envision cooling the system by coupling
to a thermal bath, as discussed in Sec. VI, which is
analogous to how topological phases are observed in
thermal equilibrium experiments—by refrigeration.

VI. OPEN SYSTEMS

So far, we have considered only isolated systems. In
practice, of course, some coupling to the environment will
always be present. One can also consider the effect of
classical noise—for example, some time-dependent ran-
domness in the parameters of the drive—so that successive
time steps will not implement exactly the same time
evolution. The Floquet-MBL time crystals of Ref. [43]
are not expected to remain robust in such setups because
MBL will be destroyed. Since some amount of coupling to
the environment is inevitable in realistic setups, this limits
the time scales over which one could expect to observe
Floquet-MBL time crystals experimentally.
However, the situation could be quite different for the

prethermal time crystals of this work. A complete treatment
is beyond the scope of the present work, so in this section,
we confine ourselves to stating one very interesting
hypothesis: Floquet case time crystals can actually be
stabilized in open systems so that the oscillations actually
continue forever for any initial state (in contrast to the case
of isolated systems, in which, as discussed previously, the
oscillations continue only up to some very long time and
only for some initial states). Wewill not attempt to establish
this more rigorously but simply discuss a plausible scenario
by which this would occur. The idea, as depicted in Fig. 2,
is that the heating due to the periodic driving, as well as
classical noise sources and other stray couplings to an
environment, can be counteracted by cooling from a
coupling to a sufficiently cold thermal bath. Provided that
the resulting steady state has sufficiently low “energy,” we
argue that oscillations at a fraction of the drive frequency
will be observed in this steady state. Here, energy means
the expectation value of the effective Hamiltonian D,
which describes the dynamics in the prethermal regime.
We discuss this hypothesis further, and show that it indeed
implies periodic oscillations, in Appendixes C and D. We
also note that this argument does not apply to the
continuous-time time crystals of Sec. IV since, in that
case, low energy is not a sufficient condition to observe

oscillations even in an isolated system; there is also a
dependence on the chemical potential μ.

VII. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we described how phases protected by
time-translation symmetry can be observed in the prether-
mal regime of driven and undriven quantum systems. This
greatly increases the set of experimental systems in which
such phases can be observed since, as opposed to previous
proposals, we do not require many-body localization to
robustly prevent the system from heating to infinite temper-
ature. While many-body localization has been observed in
experiments [94–96], the ideas put forward in this paper
significantly reduce experimental requirements, as strong
disorder is not required.
Our Theorem 1 implies that the time-translation-

protected behavior (for example, the fractional-frequency
oscillations in the Floquet time crystal) can be observed to
nearly exponentially late times, provided that the drive
frequency is sufficiently high. However, the rigorous bound
given in the theorem—which requires a drive frequency
about 103 times larger than the local couplings in the time-
dependent Hamiltonian—may not be tight. Therefore, it
would be interesting to check numerically whether (in the
Floquet time-crystal case, say) long-lived oscillations are
observed in systems with drive frequency only moderately
larger than the local couplings. This may be challenging in
small systems, in which there is not a large separation of
energy scales between the local coupling strength and the
width of the many-body spectrum (which the frequency
should certainly not exceed). In one-dimensional systems,
oscillations will not be observed to exponentially long
(in the drive frequency) times but will have a finite
correlation time for any nonzero energy density initial

FIG. 2. So long as the energy inflow due to noise and periodic
driving is balanced by the outflow to a cold thermal bath, giving a
low-energy steady state, oscillations at a fraction of the drive
frequency will be observed.
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state. However, there will be a universal quantum critical
regime in which the correlation time will be the inverse
effective temperature.
Although naive application of Theorem 1 suggests that

the ideal situation is the one in which the drive frequency
becomes infinitely large, in practice, very high-frequency
driving will tend to excite high-energy modes that were
ignored in constructing the model lattice Hamiltonian. For
example, if the model Hamiltonian describes electrons
moving in a periodic potential in the tight-binding approxi-
mation, high-frequency driving would excite higher orbi-
tals that were excluded. Thus, the driving frequency Ω
needs to be much greater than the local energy scales of the
degrees of freedom included in the model Hamiltonian
(except for one particular coupling, as discussed in Sec. III)
but also much less than the local energy scales of the
degrees of freedom not included. (One cannot simply
include all degrees of freedom in the model
Hamiltonian, because then the norm of local terms would
be unbounded, and Theorem 1 would not apply.)
In the case of undriven systems, we have shown that

continuous time-translation symmetry breaking can sim-
ilarly occur on nearly exponentially long time intervals
even without any fine-tuning of the Hamiltonian, provided
that there is a large separation of scales in the Hamiltonian.
We show how, in certain cases, this can be described in
terms of approximate Goldstone bosons associated with the
spontaneously broken time-translation symmetry.
Our analysis relied on the construction of hidden

approximate symmetries that are present in a prethermal
regime. The analogous symmetries in MBL systems, where
they are exact, were elucidated in the interesting work of
von Keyserlingk et al. [45]. In the time-translation pro-
tected phases discussed here, the symmetry generated by
the operator U†XU is enslaved to time-translation sym-
metry since, in the absence of fine-tuning, such a symmetry
exists only if time-translation symmetry is present. (In other
words, if we add fields to the Hamiltonian that are periodic
with period nT and not period T, then the hidden symmetry
no longer exists.) Moreover, this symmetry is broken if
and only if time-translation symmetry is broken. (Similar
statements hold in the MBL case [45].) In the Floquet time-
crystal case, the hidden symmetry generated by U†XU
acts on the order parameter at stroboscopic times in the
same way as time translation by T (a single period of the
drive), and therefore, it does not constrain correlation
functions any more than they already are constrained by
time-translation symmetry. The same observation holds
for the approximate symmetry generated by Lz in the
undriven case.
However, there are systems in which time-crystal

behavior actually does “piggyback” off another broken
symmetry. This does require fine-tuning since it is neces-
sary to ensure that the system possesses the “primary”
symmetry, but such tuning may be physically natural

[e.g., helium atoms have a very long lifetime, leading to
a U(1) symmetry]. The broken symmetry allows a many-
body system to effectively become a few-body system.
Thus, time-crystal behavior can occur in such systems for
the same reason that oscillations can persist in few-body
systems. Oscillating Bose condensates (e.g., the ac
Josephson effect and the model of Ref. [97]) can thus be
viewed as fine-tuned time crystals. They are not stable to
arbitrary time-translation symmetry-respecting perturba-
tions; a perturbation that breaks the “primary” symmetry
will cause the oscillations to decay. Indeed, most few-body
systems are actually many-body systems in which a
spontaneously broken symmetry approximately decouples
a few degrees of freedom. A pendulum is a system of 1023

atoms that can be treated as a single rigid body due to
spontaneously broken spatial translational symmetry: Its
oscillations owe their persistence to this broken symmetry,
which decouples the center-of-mass position from the other
degrees of freedom.
With the need for MBL obviated by prethermalization, we

have opened up the possibility of time-translation protected
phases in open systems, in which MBL is impossible
[64–72]. In fact, since the results of Appendix D show that
TTSB can occur in nonthermal states, it is possible for the
coupling to a cold bath to counteract the heating effect that
would otherwise bring an end to the prethermal state at time
t�. This raises the possibility of time-translation protected
phases that survive to infinite times in nonequilibrium steady
states; the construction of such states is an interesting avenue
for future work.
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Note added.—Recently, two experimental papers
(J. Zhang et al., arXiv:1609.08684 and S. Choi et al.,
arXiv:1610.08057) have appeared with evidence consistent
with the observation of a Floquet time crystal. We note that
the paper by J. Zhang et al. implements disorder by
addressing each ion sequentially. A prethermal version
of this experiment would not need disorder, thereby side-
stepping this bottleneck standing in the way of experiments
on larger systems. The paper by Choi et al. studies a system
that is unlikely to be many-body localized and therefore
occurs during a slow approach to equilibrium. This is
unlikely to correspond to a prethermal regime, but the
approximate short-time form of the time evolution entailed
in our Theorem 1 might still be relevant to understanding
the results.
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APPENDIX A: RIGOROUS PROOF OF
PRETHERMALIZATION RESULTS

1. Definition of the norm

Let us suppose, for the sake of concreteness, that
we have a spin system with a local time-dependent
Hamiltonian of the form

HðtÞ ¼
X
i;j

Jαβi;jðtÞSαi Sβj þ
X
i;j;k

Kαβγ
i;j;kðtÞSαi SβjSγk þ � � �

¼
X
p

X
p-tuples

Ai1;…;ip : ðA1Þ

Here, α ¼ x, y, z are the components of the spins, and i, j, k
are lattice sites. In the first line, we have explicitly written
the two-site and three-site terms; the ellipsis represents
terms up to n-site terms, for some finite n. It is assumed
that these interactions have a finite range r ≥ n such that
all of the sites in a k-site term are within distance r.
In the second line, we have reexpressed the Hamiltonian in
a more generic form in terms of p-site terms Ai1;…;ip with
i1 ≠ … ≠ ip. To avoid clutter, we have not explicitly
denoted the t dependence of Ai1;…;ip . We define the local
instantaneous norm ∥Ai1;…;ip∥n according to

∥Ai1;…;ip∥
inst
n ≡ epκn∥Ai1;…;ip∥; ðA2Þ

where ∥Ai1;…;ip∥ is the operator norm of Ai1;…;ip at a given
instant of time t and

κn ≡ κ1=½1þ ln n�: ðA3Þ

We make this choice of n dependence of κn, following
Ref. [74], for reasons that will be clear later. We then
average the instantaneous norm over one cycle of the drive:

∥Ai1;…;ip∥n ≡
1

T

Z
T

0

dt∥Ai1;…;ip∥
inst
n : ðA4Þ

It is only in this step that we differ from Abanin et al. [74],
who consider the supremum over t rather than the average.
In analyzing the Floquet operator, i.e., the evolution due
to H at stroboscopic times, it is the total effect of H, which
is determined by its integral over a cycle, that concerns us.
Error terms that act over a very short time, even if they
are relatively strong, have little effect on the Floquet
operator so long as their norm, as defined above, is small.
Finally, we define the global time-averaged norm of the
Hamiltonian H:

∥H∥n ≡ sup
j

X
p

X
p-tuples

�X
k

δj;ik

�
∥Ai1;…;ip∥n: ðA5Þ

The term in square brackets restricts the sum to p-tuples
that contain the site j.

2. More technical statement of Theorem 1

Theorem 1 stated above will follow from the slightly
more technical formulation below. For notational simplic-
ity, we work in units with T ¼ 1.
Theorem 10. Consider a periodically driven system with

a Floquet operator:

Uf ¼ T exp
�
−i

Z
T

0

½H0ðtÞ þ VðtÞ�dt
�
; ðA6Þ

where X ≡ T exp ð−i R T
0 H0ðtÞÞ satisfies XN ¼ 1 for some

integer N, and we assume that H0 can be written as a sum
H0ðtÞ ¼

P
ihiðtÞ of terms acting on single sites i. Define

λ≡ ∥V∥1. Then, there exists a sequence of quasilocal An

such that, defining Un ¼ e−iAn � � � e−iA1 , we have

UnUfU
†
n ¼ XT exp

�
−i

Z
1

0

½Dn þ En þ VnðtÞ�dt
�
; ðA7Þ

where ½Dn; X� ¼ 0; Dn, En are independent of time; and

∥Vn∥n; ∥En∥n ≤ 2Knλ
n; ðA8Þ

∥An∥n ≤ ðN þ 1ÞKnλ
n; ðA9Þ

∥Dn −Dn−1∥n ≤ Knλ
n; ðA10Þ

where we have defined λ≡ ∥V∥1, and

Kn ¼ Cn−1
Yn−1
k¼1

mðkÞ;

C ¼ 2ðN þ 3ÞðN þ 4Þ;

mðnÞ ¼ 18

κnþ1ðκn − κnþ1Þ
: ðA11Þ

These bounds hold provided that n ≤ n�, with

n� ¼
λ0=λ

½1þ logðλ0=λÞ�3
;

λ0 ¼ ð36CÞ−1; ðA12Þ

and provided that

λ <
μ

N þ 3
; μ ≈ 0.07: ðA13Þ

Theorem 1 follows from Theorem 10 because n� is
chosen such that n ≤ n� implies CmðnÞ ≤ ð1=2λÞ. It then
follows that Knþ1λ

nþ1=ðKnλ
nÞ ¼ CmðnÞλ ≤ 1

2
and hence

that Knλ
n ≤ λ=2n−1. Moreover, we obtain Eq. (9) by
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summing Eq. (A10), from which we see ∥Dn − D1∥n ≤P∞
k¼2 Kkλ

k ≤ K2λ
2
P∞

k¼2 ð12Þk−2 ¼ 2K2λ
2 ¼ 2Cmð1Þλ2 ≈

2.9λ2=λ0. (Here, we use the fact that ∥ · ∥nþ1 ≤ ∥ · ∥n.)
In the next subsections, we give a proof of Theorem 10.

3. Iterative construction

The idea is to construct the Dn, Vn, En, An discussed
above iteratively. In other words, suppose that at the nth
step, we have

UnUfU
†
n ≡UðnÞ

f ¼ XT exp

�
−i

Z
1

0

HnðtÞdt
�
; ðA14Þ

where HnðtÞ ¼ Fn þ VnðtÞ, with Fn ¼
R
T
0 HnðtÞdt being

time independent. We choose to separate the time-
independent piece Fn according to Fn ¼ Dn þ En, where
Dn ¼ hFni, and we have defined the symmetrization

hOi ¼ 1

N

XN−1

k¼0

X−kOXk: ðA15Þ

In particular, this implies that ½Dn; X� ¼ 0 and hDni ¼ Dn,
and therefore hEni ¼ hFni − hDni ¼ Dn −Dn ¼ 0.
We now introduce a local unitary An ¼ e−iAn, which

we use to rotate the Floquet operator UðnÞ
f , giving a new

Floquet operator

Uðnþ1Þ
f ≡AnU

ðnÞ
f A†

n ¼ XT exp

�
−i

Z
1

0

Hnþ1ðtÞdt
�
:

ðA16Þ

The ultimate goal, decomposing Hnþ1ðtÞ ¼ Dnþ1 þ
Enþ1 þ Vnþ1ðtÞ as before, is to ensure that the residual
error terms Enþ1 and Vnþ1 are much smaller than En
and Vn. This goal is achieved in two separate steps. The
first step ensures that Enþ1 is small [that is, the time-
independent part ofHnþ1ðtÞ nearly commutes with X], and
the second step ensures that Vnþ1 is small.
Step 1.—This step proceeds similarly to the recursion

relation of Abanin et al. [74] for the time-independent case
(Sec. 5.4 of Ref. [74]). There, the recursion relation was
designed to make the Hamiltonian commute with its zeroth
order version. This is analogous to our present goal of
making the Floquet operator commute with X. Here, we
adapt the analysis of Ref. [74] to the Floquet case.
We observe that

Uðnþ1Þ
f ¼ AnU

ðnÞ
f A†

n ðA17Þ

¼ X

�
X†AnX × T exp

�
−i

Z
1

0

HnðtÞdt
�
×A†

n

�
ðA18Þ

¼ X

�
e−X

†iAnX × T exp

�
−i

Z
1

0

HnðtÞdt
�
× eiAn

�
ðA19Þ

¼ X × T exp

�
−i

Z
1

0

H0
nðtÞdt

�
; ðA20Þ

where

H0
nðtÞ ¼

8>>><
>>>:

1
a ð−AnÞ 0 ≤ t ≤ a

1
1−2aHn

�
t−a
1−2a

�
a ≤ t ≤ ð1 − aÞ

1
a ðX†AnXÞ ð1 − aÞ ≤ t ≤ 1

ðA21Þ

(for some constant a ∈ ½0; 1=2� which can be chosen
arbitrarily). Let us decomposeH0

nðtÞ ¼ D0
n þ V 0

nðtÞ, where
D0

n ¼ 1
T

R
1
0 H

0
nðtÞ. Our goal is to ensure that the time-

independent part D0
n commutes with X. It turns out that

this can actually be achieved exactly, and in particular, we
can choose An such that D0

n ¼ Dn.
To this end, we first observe that

D0
n ¼ Dn þ En þ X†AnX − An: ðA22Þ

We now claim that D0
n ¼ Dn if we choose

An ≔
1

N

XN−1

k¼0

Xk
p¼0

EðpÞ
n ; EðpÞ

n ¼ X−pEXp: ðA23Þ

To see this, note that, by construction,

X†AnX − An ¼
1

N

XN−1

k¼0

Xk
p¼0

½Eðpþ1Þ
n − EðpÞ

n � ðA24Þ

¼ 1

N

XN−1

k¼0

½Eðkþ1Þ
n − En� ðA25Þ

¼ −En þ hEni ðA26Þ

¼ −En; ðA27Þ

since hEni ¼ 0.
Step 2.—The next step is to find a new time-dependent

Hamiltonian Hnþ1ðtÞ that gives the same unitary evolution
as H0

nðtÞ over the time interval [0, 1] while making the
time-dependent part smaller. In other words, making the
decompositionHnþ1ðtÞ¼Dnþ1þEnþ1þVnþ1ðtÞ as before,
the goal is to make Vnþ1 small. In fact, this is precisely the
problem already considered by Abanin et al. [74], and we
can use the procedure described in Sec. 4.1 of that paper.
One might worry whether step 2 undoes the good work

done by step 1. In other words, does making Vnþ1 small
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come at the cost of making Enþ1 larger again? However,
this turns out not to be a problem, as the bounds we derive
below will make clear.

4. Bounds on error terms

Now, we derive bounds that quantify the success of the
iterative procedure described in the previous subsection
at making the residual error terms En and Vn small. The
analysis proceeds in a way similar to that of Abanin et al.
[74]. We define

dðnÞ ¼ ∥Dn∥n; vðnÞ ¼ ∥Vn∥n; v0ðnÞ ¼ ∥V 0
n∥n;

eðnÞ ¼ ∥En∥n; δdðnÞ ¼ ∥Dnþ1 −Dn∥nþ1: ðA28Þ

First of all, from Eq. (A23), we have a bound on An:

∥An∥n ≤
N þ 1

2
eðnÞ: ðA29Þ

From Eq. (A21), we observe that

V 0
nðtÞ ¼

8>>><
>>>:

1
a ð−AnÞ−Dn 0 ≤ t ≤ a

1
1−2a

h
2aDn þEn þVn

�
t−a
1−2a

�i
a ≤ t ≤ ð1− aÞ

1
a ðX†AnXÞ−Dn ð1− aÞ ≤ t ≤ 1;

ðA30Þ

and hence

v0ðnÞ ≤ 2∥An∥n þ ∥En∥n þ ∥Vn∥n þ 4a∥Dn∥n: ðA31Þ

Thus, we can send a → 0 to give [using Eq. (A29)]

v0ðnÞ ≤ ðN þ 2ÞeðnÞ þ vðnÞ: ðA32Þ

Then, as our construction of Hnþ1 from H0
n is the one

described in Sec. 4.1 of Abanin et al., we can use their
bounds,

∥Dnþ1 þ Enþ1 −Dn∥nþ1 ≤ ϵn=2; ðA33Þ

vðnþ 1Þ ≤ ϵn; ðA34Þ

where

ϵn ¼ mðnÞv0ðnÞ(dðnÞ þ 2v0ðnÞ); ðA35Þ

mðnÞ ¼ 18

ðκnþ1 − κnÞκnþ1

: ðA36Þ

These bounds hold provided that

3v0ðnÞ ≤ κn − κnþ1: ðA37Þ

Since Dnþ1 −Dn ¼ hDnþ1 þ Enþ1 −Dni, we see that

δdðnÞ ≤ ∥Dnþ1 þ Enþ1 −Dn∥nþ1 ≤ ϵn=2 ðA38Þ

and

eðnþ 1Þ ≤ ∥Dnþ1 þ Enþ1 −Dn∥nþ1

þ ∥Dnþ1 −Dn∥nþ1 ≤ ϵn: ðA39Þ

5. Proof of Theorem 10 by induction

The idea now is to apply the bounds of the previous
subsection recursively to give bounds expressed in terms of
the original Floquet operator,

Uf ¼ Uð1Þ
f ¼ T exp

�
−i

Z
1

0

½H0ðtÞ þ VðtÞ�
�

ðA40Þ

¼ XT exp

�
−i

Z
1

0

V intðtÞdt
�
; ðA41Þ

and, in particular, the quantity λ≡ ∥V int∥1 ¼ ∥V∥1. First of
all, we write H1ðtÞ≡ V intðtÞ ¼ F1 þ V1ðtÞ, where F1 ¼R
1
0 V intðtÞdt, and then separate F1 ¼ D1 þ E1, where
D1 ¼ hF1i. We note that ∥F1∥1 ≤ λ, which implies that
vð1Þ ≤ ∥V int∥1 þ ∥F1∥1 ≤ 2λ, and dð1Þ ≤ λ. In turn, this
gives eð1Þ ≤ ∥D1∥1 þ ∥F1∥1 ≤ 2λ.
Now, we proceed by induction. Suppose that we have

some n such that, for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n, we have

eðkÞ; vðkÞ ≤ 2Kkλ
k; ðA42Þ

and for all 1 ≤ k < n,

δdðkÞ ≤ Kkþ1λ
kþ1; ðA43Þ

where the coefficients Kk satisfy Kkþ1=Kk ≤ ð1=2λÞ. (The
preceding discussion shows that this induction condition is
satisfied for n ¼ 1 with K1 ¼ 1.)
Then, from Eq. (A32), we find that

v0ðnÞ ≤ 2cNKnλ
n; cN ¼ N þ 3; ðA44Þ

and hence

ϵn ≤ mðnÞ2cNKnλ
n(dðnÞ þ 2cNKnλ

n): ðA45Þ

We note that the triangle inequality and the fact that ∥ · ∥n
decreases with n ensures that dðnþ 1Þ − dðnÞ ≤ δdðnÞ.
Hence, we can bound dðnÞ by
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dðnÞ ≤ dð1Þ þ
Xn−1
k¼1

δdðkÞ ðA46Þ

≤ λþ
Xn−1
k¼1

Kkþ1λ
kþ1 ðA47Þ

¼
Xn
k¼1

Kkλ
k ðA48Þ

≤
Xn
k¼1

λ

�
1

2

�
k−1

ðA49Þ

≤ 2λ: ðA50Þ

In Eq. (A49), we used the inequality Kkþ1=Kk ≤ 1=ð2λÞ.
This same inequality also ensures that Knλ

n ≤ λ, so
inserting this into Eq. (A45) gives

ϵn ≤ mðnÞ2cNKnð2þ 2cNÞλnþ1

≡ 2CmðnÞKnλ
nþ1

≡ Knþ1λ
nþ1: ðA51Þ

Here, we chose

Knþ1 ¼ CmðnÞKn; C ¼ 2cNð1þ cNÞ: ðA52Þ

Next, we need to examine the conditions under which
Eq. (A37) holds. Given the bounds on v0ðnÞ and using the
inequality Knλ

n ≤ λð1=2Þn−1, it is sufficient to demand that

3cNð1=2Þn−1λ ≤ κnþ1 − κn; ðA53Þ

or, in other words,

λ ≤
1

3cN
max
n∈N

½2n−1ðκnþ1 − κnÞ� ¼
1

3cN
ðκ2 − κ1Þ ≈

0.14κ1
N þ 3

:

ðA54Þ

Provided that Eq. (A54) holds, we then find that

δdðnÞ; vðnþ 1Þ=2; eðnþ 1Þ=2 ≤ Knþ1λ
nþ1: ðA55Þ

Therefore, we can continue the induction provided that
Knþ1=Kn ≤ 1

2λ. Since Knþ1=Kn ¼ CmðnÞ, this is true
provided that n ≤ n�. This completes the proof of
Theorem 10.

APPENDIX B: PROOF OF PHASE WIDENING
WHEN A U(1) SYMMETRY IS
SPONTANEOUSLY BROKEN

Here, we intend to prove the claim made in Sec. IVA
above that the expectation value

TrðρXeitKΦe−itKÞ≡ gXðtÞ ðB1Þ

must be independent of time t, where we have defined
K ≡D − μL and ρX ≡ limϵ→0þð1=ZÞe−βðKþϵXÞ. The idea is
to make a connection with the results of Ref. [42]; however,
these results were expressed in terms of two-point corre-
lation functions and did not have the ϵX term in the
definition of the density matrix. To make a connection, we
assume that the symmetric density matrix ρ ¼ ð1=ZÞe−βK
can be recovered by symmetrizing a symmetry-breaking
state,

ρ ¼ 1

2π

Z
2π

0

e−iθLρXeiθLdθ; ðB2Þ

and that the symmetry-breaking state ρX is short-range
correlated. Now, we calculate the two-point correlation
function [where ΦðxÞ and ΦðyÞ are two operators acting at
different spatial locations x and y]

fðtÞ ¼ Tr½ρeitKΦðxÞeitKΦ†ðyÞ� ðB3Þ

¼ 1

2π

Z
2π

0

dθTr½e−iθLρXeiθLeitKΦðxÞe−itKΦðyÞ� ðB4Þ

¼ 1

2π

Z
2π

0

dθTr½ρXeitKfeiθLΦðxÞe−iθLg

× e−itKfeiθLΦ†ðyÞe−iθLg� ðB5Þ

¼ Tr½ρXfe−itKΦðxÞeitKgΦ†ðyÞg� ðB6Þ

¼ gXðtÞ½gXð0Þ��; ðB7Þ

where we used the fact that L and K commute and that
eiθLΦe−iθL ¼ eiθΦ. In the last line, we sent jx − yj → ∞
and used the assumption that ρX has short-range
correlations.
Now, the theorem of Ref. [42] rigorously proves that the

function fðtÞ must be independent of time. Hence, unless
gXð0Þ ¼ 0, we conclude that gXðtÞ must be independent of
time. [If gXð0Þ ¼ 0 but gXðtÞ is not independent of time,
then there must be some t such that gXðtÞ ≠ 0. Then, we can
just relabel the time coordinate so that gXð0Þ ≠ 0 and repeat
the argument.]

APPENDIX C: OPEN SYSTEMS

In this section, we elaborate on our hypothesis for open
systems introduced in Sec. VI above, namely, that in a large
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class of systems, the steady state will have low energy.
First, we need to clarify what we mean by “energy” and
“steady state” in the Floquet context. Let HSðtÞ be the time
evolution of the system alone (not taking into account the
coupling to the environment). We define the Floquet
operator Uf ¼ T exp ð−i R T

0 HSðtÞdtÞ. Recall that in the
regime discussed in Sec. III, where λ as defined there
satisfies λT ≪ 1, we can write HSðtÞ ¼ ~HSðtÞ þ VðtÞ.
Here, VðtÞ is a very weak residual perturbation, and
~HSðtÞ is such that, if we define the approximate Floquet
operator by fUf ¼ T exp ð−i R T

0
~HSðtÞÞ, then it can be

expressed, following a local unitary time-independent
change of basis (which we will set to 1 here for notational
simplicity), as fUf ¼ Xe−iDT , where X2 ¼ 1 and D is a
quasilocal Hamiltonian D that commutes with X. In
particular, we have fUf

2 ¼ e−2iDT . This implies that we
can make a time-dependent local unitary change of basis
WðtÞ, periodic with period 2T and satisfying Wð0Þ ¼ 1,
such that the transformed Hamiltonian, which is related to
~HSðtÞ according to

~H0
S ¼ WHSW† þ i½∂tW�W†; ðC1Þ

is time independent and equal to D. Therefore, in this new
reference frame, it is clear that we should refer to the
expectation value of D as “energy.” We emphasize that we
have not eliminated the time dependence completely: Even
in the new reference frame, the residual driving term VðtÞ,
as well as any couplings to the environment, will still be
time dependent. (Because of the time-dependent change of
basis, the latter will gain a time dependence even if it was
originally time independent.)
The steady state is now determined by some balance

between the residual periodic driving VðtÞ, the classical
noise, and the coupling to the environment. We leave a
detailed analysis of this open system process for future
work, but we expect that, in a suitable regime, the energy
density of the steady state will be low. (For one study of
steady states of many-body Floquet systems coupled to a
bath, see Ref. [98].) We now explain why this implies
oscillations (which are observed in the original reference
frame, not the rotating one defined above).
Consider a short-range correlated steady state ρ whose

energy density with respect to D is small. Recall that in
Sec. III A, we argued that if ρ is a thermal state, it must
spontaneously break the symmetry generated by X, and it
follows that under fUf, it oscillates at twice the drive
frequency. Of course, for an open system, the steady state
need not be thermal, and time evolution of the open system
is not exactly given by fUf. However, as we prove in
Appendix D, even nonthermal states must fail to be
invariant under the symmetry X if their energy density
with respect to D is sufficiently small, provided that
they satisfy a physically reasonable “thermalizability”

condition. Moreover, if λT ≪ 1 (so that we can approxi-
mate fUf ≈ X), and the coupling to the environment is
sufficiently weak, then the resulting state after one time
period is approximately given by XρX†, which according
to the preceding discussion is not the same as ρ. (We make
this argument more precise in Appendix D.) Thus, provided
that the energy of the steady state is sufficiently small, it
does not return to itself after one time period, and
oscillations with period 2T will be observed.
Generic baths will destroy continuous-time time crystals.

The difference from the discrete-time case is the existence
of an extra variable characterizing thermal states of D,
namely, the chemical potential μ. This extra variable is
needed because of the presence of the hidden U(1)
symmetry in the continuous-time regime. (There is no
analogous variable when the hidden symmetry is discrete.)
Thus, one certainly cannot make any statement that all low-
energy states ofD oscillate because, in particular, a thermal
state of D in which the electrochemical potential μ − u ¼ 0
does not oscillate. A coupling to a generic bath will not
preserve the hidden U(1) symmetry, and thus, to the extent
that the steady state of an open system process is close to a
thermal state of D, we in fact expect it to have μ − u ¼ 0
since this corresponds to minimizing the free energy.
In principle, one could fine-tune the bath so that it

respects the symmetry. This would allow the time crystal to
survive, but it is clearly contrived. One might wonder
whether the bath itself could also prethermalize: If we could
consider the bath to be included in the Hamiltonian (34),
then it could have an approximate U(1) symmetry along
with the rest of the system. This would require the local
terms in the bath Hamiltonian to be much smaller than
the coupling u in Eq. (34). However, for most of the
physically relevant baths that one would want to consider
(for example, phonons), the local terms in the bath
Hamiltonian are in fact unbounded.

APPENDIX D: SPONTANEOUS SYMMETRY
BREAKING FOR NONTHERMAL STATES

Let D be a quasilocal Hamiltonian for which the thermal
states spontaneously break an on-site ZN symmetry gen-
erated by X for energy densities e < ec. More precisely,
what we mean is the following, where we define the local
distance between two states on a region A according to

∥ρ1 − ρ2∥A ¼ ∥ðρ1ÞA − ðρ2ÞA∥1; ðD1Þ

where ∥ · ∥1 is the trace norm, and ðρÞA ¼ TrAcρ is the
reduced state of ρ on A.
Assumption 1 (Spontaneous symmetry breaking).

There exists some finite region A and some γ > 0 such
that, for any short-range correlated thermal state ρτ with
energy density e < ec, we have ∥ρτ − XkρτX−k∥A ≥ γ for
all 0 < k < N.
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Now, let ρ be any state (not necessarily thermal) such that
the energy density ϵ≡ hDiρ=V < ϵc (with V the volume of
the system.) We assume the following thermalizability
condition, which roughly states that ρ can thermalize when
time evolved under D.
Assumption 2 (Thermalizability). There exist a time t1

and a short-range correlated thermal state ρτ with the
same energy density as ρ, such that ∥ρðt1Þ − ρτ∥A ≤ γ=8,
where ρðtÞ ¼ e−iDt1ρeiDt1 .
From Assumptions 1 and 2, we derive the following

lemma, which quantifies the sense in which the state ρmust
break the symmetry.
Lemma 1. There exists a finite region A0 such that

∥ρ − XkρX−k∥A0 ≥ 3γ=4.
Proof. From the triangle inequality, it follows that

∥ρðt1Þ − Xkρðt1ÞX−k∥A ðD2Þ

≥ ∥ρτ − XkρτX−k∥A − ∥ρðt1Þ − Xkρðt1ÞX−k

− ðρτ − XkρτX−kÞ∥A ðD3Þ

≥ γ − 2γ=8 ðD4Þ

¼ 3γ=4: ðD5Þ

Using the characterization of the trace norm as

∥ρ∥1 ¼ sup
ô∶∥ô∥¼1

jhôiρj; ðD6Þ

it follows that there exists an operator ôA supported on A,
with ∥ôA∥ ¼ 1, such that jhX−kôAXk − ôAiρðt1Þj ≥ 3γ=4.
Now, since D is quasilocal, it must obey a Lieb-Robinson
bound [99,100], which implies that there exists a local
operator ÔA0 supported on a finite region A0 such that
∥ôðt1Þ − ÔA0∥ ≤ γ=8, where ôðt1Þ ¼ eiDt1 ôe−iDt1 . Hence,
we see that

jhX−kÔA0Xk − ÔA0 iρj ðD7Þ

≥ −γ=4þ jhX−kôAðt1ÞXk − ôAðt1Þiρj ðD8Þ

¼ −γ=4þ jhX−kôAXk − ôAiρðt1Þj ðD9Þ

≥ −γ=4þ 3γ=4 ðD10Þ

¼ γ=2: ðD11Þ

To get to Eq. (D9), we used the fact that X andD commute.
The lemma follows. □

Now, consider a system which, in isolation, would
evolve under a time-dependent Hamiltonian HðtÞ, which
is periodic with period T. We assume that HðtÞ exhibits the

prethermalization phenomena discussed in the main text.
In other words, we assume that the Floquet operator can
be approximated according to Uf ≈ fUf ¼ Xe−iDT , whereD
is quasilocal and commutes with X, and where Uf is close
to fUf in the sense that

∥U†
fOA0Uf − fUf

†OA0fUf∥ ≤
γ

8
∥OA0∥ ðD12Þ

for any operator OA0 supported on A0.
Let ρopenðtÞ be the reduced state of the system (tracing

out the bath) at time t, taking into account the system-
bath coupling, and we assume that ρopenð0Þ≡ ρ satisfies
Assumption 2 above. We assume the coupling to the bath is
sufficiently weak, in the following sense:
Assumption 3 (Weak coupling). For any time

0 ≤ t ≤ T, we have ∥ρintopenðtÞ − ρ∥A0 ≤ γ=8.
Here, we defined the interaction picture state

ρintopenðtÞ ¼ Uð0; tÞ−1ρopenðtÞUð0; tÞ, where Uð0; tÞ is the
time evolution generated by HðtÞ. If we were to set the
coupling to the bath to zero, then the state ρintopenðtÞwould be
constant in time, so Assumption 3 corresponds to weak
coupling. Finally, we assume that the strength of DT is
small enough so that the following assumption holds.
Assumption 4. For any observableOA0 supported on A0,

we have

∥e−iDTOA0eiDT −OA0∥ ≤
γ

8
∥OA0∥: ðD13Þ

This assumption will always be true in the regime of
interest, λT ≪ 1 (where λ is as defined in Sec. II) because
∥D∥n� is OðλÞ [see Eq. (9) in Theorem 1].
From the above assumptions, we can now derive our

main result.
Theorem 3.

∥ρopenðTÞ − ρ∥A0 ≥ γ=8: ðD14Þ

Proof.

∥ρopenðTÞ − ρ∥A0 ðD15Þ

¼ ∥Ufρ
int
openðTÞU†

f − ρ∥A0 ðD16Þ

≥ −γ=8þ ∥ ~Ufρ
int
openðTÞ ~U†

f − ρ∥A0 ðD17Þ

¼ −γ=8þ ∥e−iDTρintopenðTÞeiDT − X†ρX∥A0 ðD18Þ

≥ −γ=8 − γ=8þ ∥ρintopenðTÞ − X†ρX∥A0 ðD19Þ

≥ −γ=8 − γ=8 − γ=8þ ∥ρ − X†ρX∥A0 ðD20Þ
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≥ −γ=8 − γ=8 − γ=8þ γ=2 ðD21Þ

¼ γ=8: ðD22Þ

□

In other words, the state of the open system at time
t ¼ T and that at time t ¼ 0 are locally distinguishable.
Particularly, for the stated assumptions, the state of the
system does not synchronize with the drive, and time-
translation symmetry is spontaneously broken.
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